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NEW INTERNATIONAL COMPLICATIONS 
AND THEIR INFLUENCE UPON HUNGARY

Budapest, July 12, 1935.
A ll friends of world-peace looked forward 

with the most eager expectations to the improve
ments, which they hoped the year 1935 would 
bring on political as well as on economic lines. 
In fact these hopes seemed to be more than justi
fied, because the League of Nations sessions in 
December 1934 and January 1935 solved two 
most thorny problems, which seemed to seriously 
threaten world peace. And then came the Saar 
Plebiscite, followed by Hitler's reiterated assur
ance, that all territorial problems between Ger
many and France having been solved, there is no 
obstacle in the way of friendly conversations be
tween Paris and Berlin: this would lead to the 
creation of such peaceful atmosphere between 
these two great civilized nations of Europe, which 
should and could dispel — once and for all — 
misunderstandings and all secret roots of political 
troubles.

And yet by the middle of 1935 we find our
selves again face to face with a most serious poli
tical situation, in fact on the very edge of a 
war between two members of the League of Na
tions, and all complications which such an unto
ward event might bring forth. And as it usually 
is the case, there may be some outsiders, who, 
instead of helping to quell the smouldering fire 
before it reaches dangerous dimensions, are lurk
ing in the background, awaiting their chance to 
profit by the misfortune of others.

We, in Hungary, although in no way directly 
involved in the great problems of the world, are 
nevertheless the suffering victims, politically and 
above all economically, of the actual situation.

We must therefore hail with satisfaction every 
move taken by the interested Great Powers to
wards a just and fair settlement of the present 
political embroglio. England under her new govern
ment seems to be inclined to take a more energetic 
hand in the settlement of world problems, so 
frightfully entangled since the Peace Treaties. 
Surely Mr. MacDonald also desired to lend a 
helping hand, although his government was — 
internationally —  more characterized by passivity, 
than by the activity, which we expect from Mr. 
Baldwin and Sir Samuel Hoare.

After all, it is now realized in most quarters 
that the mistakes of the treaties ending the world

war are at the root of most, if not nearly all 
troubles of the present days. Can anyone deny it 
that the tension between Italy and France which 
lasted until the beginning of this year, was 
seriously hampering the equitable settlement of 
all continental problems? Was that dissension not 
due to Italy not being granted that which she was 
promised in the secret treaty of 1915 and what 
she in her belief, quite justifiedly, thought was 
due to her at the end of the war?

Are all the alterations to the Treaty 
of Versailles forgotten? Did not the socialistic 
or democratic Germany entreat the Allies to 
have those stipulations of the Versailles Treaty 
abrogated, which she could not possibly fulfil? 
But no helping hand was offered to her while 
she begged and asked, and in the end the 
inexorable opponents had first to grant the 
Dawes Plan, then the Young Plan of payment, 
and finally had to entirely liberate Germany of 
reparation payments.

There were other clauses of the Versailles 
Treaty, which after lengthy and fruitless attempts 
of compromise were simply annulled by Ger
many. And surely hardly any fair minded 
and impartial judge, may more than formally or 
strictly judicially blame Germany for having as
serted her right to arm, after the former victorious 
powers have, for 15 years, failed to disarm, thus 
complying on their side also with the stipulations 
of tbe Versailles Treaty. They also failed to carry 
out their promise given to Germany in 1932 that 
she would be treated on a footing of equality, and 
general disarmament would follow. The fiasco of 
the disarmament conference is all too vividly in 
our minds.

Nor could it be said that the terrible blunders 
of the Versailles Treaty were only lately dis
covered. No! And we wish to remind all friends 
of our civilisation that one of the members of the 
British peace delegation, General Smuts, publicly 
and in the most emphatic terms condemned the 
Treaty of Versailles, immediately upon its con
clusion, as an instrument of hatred, as a source 
of new wars and altogether impracticable in most 
of its stipulations. Did not G. M. Keynes, the 
English economist, and most of the world's famous 
students of economics declare the same? While at 
the debates before enacting the Trianon Treaty, 
both in the English and in the French Parliaments
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that treaty was strongly criticised and many a 
warning voice raised against it. Reference to these 
criticisms may be found in "THE HUNGARIAN 
QUESTION IN THE BRITISH PARLIAMENT" 
with an introduction by Roland E. L. Vaughan 
Williams, K .C. (Grant Richards, London S. W. 1.) 
and in Victor Dvortschak's "LA VERITE SUR LE 
TRAITE DE TRIANON" Chez L'Auteur, Paris.

(And how true were all these prophesies. 
Because however strongly some of the Govern
ments of Europe seem to stick to the execution 
of the treaties to the last letter, it is more than 
doubtful, that these Governments represent the 
public sentiment of the majority of their people, 
or that they would have brought welfare and 
satisfaction to the majority of their citizens.)

VERSAILLES AND TRIANON

Until recently it seemed to the world that 
only the Versailles Treaty and its maintenance 
was of supreme importance to the preservation 
of peace, and it is only quite lately that the Dan- 
ubian problem, through the problems of Austrian 
independence and Hungary’s peaceful attempts 
for a revision of the Trianon Treaty, gained con
spicuous prominence in European politics as an 
equally important problem as the Versailles 
Treaty. In our humble opinion the Danubian pro
blem is today of even far greater importance 
that the Versailles Treaty, since the latter’s most 
offensive stipulations, to Germany, were either 
altered —  though belatedly —  by mutual 
agreement, or have been abrogated by Ger
many, especially the military clauses of the Treaty.

And it was good for the world that the 
British Government took the only sensible course 
of action as a reply to Germany's rearmament. 
Since France, the most directly interested Power, 
did not see it right to take forcible action against 
Germany's so-called default, it was quite natural 
that Great Britain would tackle the problem in 
a practical sense and attempt a bilateral arran
gement with Germany. Nor can it surprise any
one that Hitler —  who is by no means such an 
ogre as some people would like to depict him — , 
was able to follow his last year's diplomatic suc
cess, when he made peace with Poland, with an
other clever move in accepting as a limit to Ger
man naval armament, a maritime strength not 
exceeding 35% of the British Navy. Such a policy, 
if followed in Paris, would certainly be a better 
guarantee for French "security", than France's 
attempts to run after the phantom of ,,universal" 
security pacts. Honest peace with your neighbour 
means more than pacts with the man in the moon. 
And those Frenchmen, who lost their savings in 
Russian securities, can only be fooled but surely 
not induced again to build up their security upon 
the quicksand of Russian support.

These considerations bring us back to what 
we said about the importance of the Danubian 
problem and the false axiom of the rigid main
tenance of the treaties of St. Germain, Trianon 
and Neuilly, each of them equally bad as the 
Versailles Treaty. In fact these three treaties are

also the result of the purely war- and hatred- 
imbibed atmosphere of 1919 and 1920, and had 
as ultimate aim not the ending of the war in the 
eastern part of Europe, but were designed as a 
corollary to the Versailles Treaty, as the means 
of completing the defeat of Germany, without 
giving her a chance of ever loosening the iron 
grip her, which France thought necessary to lay 
around Germany. The steel and concrete barriers 
on the French and Belgian border, with the British, 
Belgian and Italian alliances still in force, did 
not seem to be sufficient, and France had to build 
up, on the very first day of the Versailles Treaty, 
a system of alliances, keeping Germany down 
through her supposedly greatest enemy in the 
East: Poland, and keeping defenceless Austria and 
Hungary —  as possible new allies of Germany — 
in the grip of the Little Entente States, armed to 
the teeth.

And yet in the years running by, France, in 
spite of the Locarno Treaty and Kellogg Pact, did 
not feel sufficiently safe and in spite of all at
tempts on the part of Briand, Stresemann or 
Briining, she remained haunted by fear and con
tinued her pinprickings against Germany. The 
result was as to be expected: because you cannot 
keep for ever a proud and virile nation of 60 
million people in a position of moral and legal 
inferiority. And so Hitler, by the faults of France, 
had to come to power and soon afterwards he 
made peace with Poland, making thereby the most 
serious breach in the eastern defensive system of 
France.

THE MILITARY VALUE OF THE 
LITTLE ENTENTE

That breach was increased, when it was 
realised in Paris that after the withdrawal of 
Poland, the military value of the Little Entente 
was practically nil. Czechoslovakia's differences 
with Poland took away the last chance of having 
the latter as military factor against Germany. Rou- 
mania, of course, could never have counted in 
this respect, while the military value of the Serbs 
must be ruled out by the differences between 
Yougoslavia and Italy. And what about the eco
nomic condition of these countries? France must 
have realised that however much the rulers of 
Prague, Bucarest and Belgrade owed to France 
for the political support lent to them, even loans 
(if only mostly for purposes of armament) their 
economic interest drew them towards Germany, the 
most important and nearest consumer of their 
produce.

And last but not least, it should not be for
gotten that none of these three newly invented or 
aggrandised States have as yet been able to con
solidate themselves. Even today none of these 
States can claim to have achieved that aim of 
stability or satisfaction of all their subjects which 
was supposed to be the moral basis of their origin.

The Austro-Hungarian Monarchy was de
stroyed, but what was put in its place did not 
improve the conditions in the Danubian Valley, 
in fact increased the difficulties for the majority 
of the people living in this part of the world.
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In Czechoslovakia the 3.5 million Germans 
have at the last election carried the highest number 
of votes, although merely and only organised in 
the last few months under the leadership of the 
new star Henlein. The Slovaks are politically and 
economically bossed by the Czechs, the Ruthenian 
and Hungarian minorities are practically outlawed.

In Roumania we have the fight between the 
new State and a minority of Hungarians number
ing nearly 2 millions and nearly 700.000 of Ger
mans, who do not receive the treatment guaranteed 
to them by the minority treaties. We also see 
causes of dissensions even among the Roumanians 
of the old kingdom and the Rumanians of higher 
culture, living on formerly Hungarian territories. 
Besides that we have a most powerful Nazi move
ment in Roumania, which is not afraid of even 
murdering a Prime Minister, when they think him 
to be in their way.

In Yougoslavia the last elections have also 
proved that there is no unified Yougoslavia, but 
that there are several southern Slav races, which 
on account of thir grossly divergent political and 
cultural development insist upon having that 
amount of autonomy, which according to their 
conviction, was clearly promised to them at the 
close of the war.

We regret to say, that France instead of draw
ing the right conclusion from these facts, continues 
to run after her phantom of security on the same 
erroneous path as hitherto, instead of attempting 
to accept Germany's offer for friendly negotiations 
France continues her attempts to gain new allies 
to replace Poland and strengthen the Little Entente 
by adding Soviet Russia and Turkey to her net
work of defence. Many a country will resent 
Bolshevik Russia being not only drawn into the 
Continental political intrigue, but even through the 
recently concluded Russian and Czechoslovakian 
alliance, brought as a military factor right into 
the centre of the Continent.

And at the same time Kemal Pasha's Turkey 
closely allied with the Bolsheviks, wishes to rearm 
the Dardanelles to open this passage to the 
Russian Navy into the Mediterranean, and ap
parently also helps to propagate Bolshevik ideas 
in Asia. A ll these seem to us to be merely new 
sources of danger without in the least pacifying 
Central Europe,

Thus the Danubian Valley is again, and more 
than ever, made to be the object and aim of Rus
sian or German imperialistic tendencies, instead 
of being what her geographic position predestines 
he to be: a bar to Russian viz. Eastern invasion 
of the Continent, and equally a bar to such East
ern expansion of Germany, which would not be 
compatible with British and French interests in 
the Near East.

Recently the situation became even more com
plicated by the determination of Mussolini in one 
way or another, to lay his hands upon Abyssinia. 
Italy, which could be a counterpart to Franco- 
Russian predominance in Central Europe, can 
possibly, in case of an eventual Abyssinian war, 
be gravely hampered in all her efforts to assist 
in a reasonable, fair and durable settlement of

Continental problems, above all the problem of 
the Danubian Valley, in which Italy is primarily 
interested.

An equitable and lasting solution of the Dan
ubian chaos would naturally involve a settle
ment of the Austrian and Hungarian problems. 
However strongly France and Italy may oppose 
the Anschluss, their efforts would in the long run 
remain fruitless, unless they give to Austria, be
fore it is too late, the means to independent pros
perity. Had it not been for the foolish methods 
of Hitler to lay hands upon Austria, that country 
would probably long ago have fallen a victim of 
circumstances, and the overwhelming power of 
Germany's economic supremacy. Since it seems to 
be impossible in our times of democracy and right 
to self-determination to create new States, as it 
was the case after the Napoleonic wars and the 
Holy Alliance, when Belgium was established an 
independent and neutral State, one of the first 
requirements of safeguarding Austrian independ
ence would be to extend that safeguard to all 
possible threats against that independence: not
only Germany's desire for an Anschluss, but also 
the Little Entente's continued interference with 
Austria’s internal affairs.

But what do we see again today. How much 
ado about nothing, when Austria abolished a few 
days ago, their anti-Habsburg legislation passed 
upon the spur of the moment of the 1918 Revol
ution. M. Titulescu as the Little Entente spokes
man rushes from one chancellery to the other to 
cry "war!". Why? because the private property of 
the former reigning family is restitued to the law
ful owners and members of the family are allowed 
to return to their homes from their forced exile? 
Or is it perhaps that M. Titulescu and M. Benesh 
realise that their States have not been able to 
reach that stage of consolidation which, according 
to their misleading statements given during the 
war and at the time of the Peace Conference, was 
ipso facto to be reached the moment their breth
ren would be freed from the Austrian yoke? Is 
the love of these liberated brethren for their new 
rulers so ephemeral that the mere appearance of 
the Habsburg family in Austria endangers the 
existence of these new States, allegedly established 
for the good of their people? Under these condi
tions is not the presumption permissible that it is 
not the liberated people, but a very small group 
of statesmen and profiteered of the new state of 
affairs, who want to make their power permanent, 
irrespective of the true will of the people?

HUNGARY’S AIMS

In consideration of all that preceded, we in 
Hungary think that we should also be allowed 
to lay our griefs before the civilised world, should 
not always be accused of threatening the peace, 
when we desire to point out that it is exactly the 
continuation of the present unhealthy conditions 
in the Danbuian Valley, which are a hindrance to 
the reestablishment of confidence, of cooperation 
on political and economic lines among all races, 
who for centuries lived, and until 1914 prospered
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in this part of the world more or less as well as 
in other Continental countries.

What does Hungary desire? The honest appli
cation of those principles for which the Great 
War was fought and which were supposed to be 
embodied in the Peace Treaties. We always 
realised that a policy of everlasting recriminations 
is not likely to bring good results, and have there
fore, in all our past efforts for the reparation of 
our grievances, expressed our willingness to begin 
negotiations for a radical improvement of the 
present political tension and the economic diffi
culties, if only the essential preliminary conditions 
to negotiations as between equal partners were 
first established.

Our neighbours should not resent it, if our 
first condition to the negotiations is our being 
granted the full rights of a sovereign State. The 
right to settle our home problems without outside 
interference, the right to look out for our own 
security, and thus the right to increase our ridic
ulously small army. This increase would any
how be kept within narrow bounds by our financial 
situation and could never mean a serious danger 
to our neighbours, alone on account of our geo
graphical position.

We must also insist that certain stipulations 
of the treaties in favour of Hungary, especially 
those respecting Hungarian minorities in the suc
cession States, be just as strictly adhered to, as 
the Little Entente was able to enforce territorial 
and other stipulations against Hungary.

We must claim that the right of selfdetermi
nation should be honestly applied to all peoples 
living in the Danubian Valley. Last but not least 
we claim that in case of any differences between 
Hungary and her neighbours an instrument should 
be set up, which not only guarantees a true 
and impartial judgement, but is also more 
effective in application than the League of Nations 
has hitherto proved itself to be. If Articles 10 and 
16 of the Covenant are important to the others, 
so is Article 19 to Hungary and should therefore 
be made effective, a live stipulation and not a 
dead letter.

Perhaps Signor Mussolini is going to give its 
true value to this article in the case he should 
use it —  as rumoured —  in his present differences 
with Abyssinia.

Instead of accepting the above points as a 
start to Danubian Pacts and Eastern Locarnos, 
the Little Entente invariably attempts to nail down 
the inviolability of the Trianon Treaty as their 
starting point to any negotiations. Even that 
demand is not followed by a corresponding good
will on their part to keep their obligations toward 
the Hungarian minorities. And just lately the 
persecution of minorities was more and more 
vehement in spite of the fact that the transfer of 
territory was expressly conditional upon the Suc
cession States signing —  not with Hungary but 
with the great Powers —  the international treaties 
for the protestion of racial minorities.

M. Titulescu pleases himself in very often 
advocating the spiritualisation of the frontiers as 
a means of lessening the tension in the Danubian 
Valley. We would welcome his offer if it were

followed by him and Prague and Belgrade by the 
corresponding acts of opening their frontiers for 
free circulation to Hungarian travellers, Hungarian 
literature and to a free exchange of commodities 
between Hungary and the Little Entente States. 
If it were followed by the withdrawal of laws and 
ordinances, which in the Little Entente States 
degrade citizens of Hungarian nationality to second 
class subjects, impaired in their political rights 
and more often than not, made to suffer for their 
nationality in all economic respects as well.

In the long years passed by since the war, 
we in Hungary often deplored the fact that France 
to all appearances fully supported the Little 
Entente's intransigent policy. And if in the begin
ning of these lines we have made France to seem 
somewhat responsible for the troublesome situation 
in Central Europe, every Frenchman, who has 
lately visited Hungary must realize that it is not 
animosity against the French people which prompts 
our criticism of the official French policy, but 
our belief that to all appearances France sub
ordinates her attitude in the Danubian Valley to 
her policy respecting Germany.

And yet Hungary was able to stand the 
iniquities of the last 16 years always willing to 
cooperate with other countries of good will for 
the promotion of civilization and for international 
cooperation. Hungarians are naturally even more 
willing to follow this thorny and tedious path to 
day, when apparently common sense seems to get 
the upper hand in the world. So little is needed 
to put everything right again on this most unhappy 
globe of ours, only more common sense and less 
selfishness.

RECENT EVENTS

In spite of all these political troubles, we have 
every reason to look just now more hopefully 
towards future developments. It was the first time 
yesterday, the 11th July 1935 that leading mem
bers of the British Legion arrived in Budapest to 
pay a visit to their colleagues, the Veterans of 
the Great War. They who know what the world 
war meant, they who can more vividly depict to 
us what a new war would mean. Everybody must 
be grateful to His Royal Highness the Prince of 
Wales, that, undeterred by any criticism, to which 
his noble public manifestation might lead, he un
reservedly approved of meetings with war 
veterans of former enemy countries. The re
ception of German ex-combatants in England and 
in France proves what a good judge His Royal 
Highness is, of the sentiment of those people who 
are uninfluenced by political intrigues.

Yesterday's memorable debate in the British 
House of Commons was a second most conspicuous 
sign that a turn to the better in European poli
tics is approaching. We can only hope that His 
Majesty's Government will not allow themselves 
to he deterred from their path, which must lead 
us out of our present troubles into a happier 
world, where peoples of all nationalities can again 
shake each other’s hands without fearing in it a 
secretly hidden dagger. In Hungary we lay par
ticular stress upon those words of Sir Samuel
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Hoare, in which he, in our opinion, seemed to 
have admitted that England and France being 
responsible for the arrangement reached in 1919, 
must be interested today in those alterations, which 
inexorable circumstances are now forcing upon the 
world: ” We are the Powers of Western Europe 
primarily responsible for the settlement of 1919. 
We are, therefore, together specifically interested 
in the modifications of the settlements which are 
now being made at the imperious bidding of time” . 
(See "Times“ , July 12, 1935.) We suppose that 
uttering these words Sir Samuel not only thought of 
political troubles, but also thought of the economic 
troubles, which the peace treaties have wrought 
upon the world.

In this belief of ours we are confirmed by 
the statements emanating from participants of the 
last Paris meeting of the International Chamber 
of Commerce, on which occasion it is said that 
the American delegate in unmistakable words
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pointed to the fact that the readjustment of 
currencies, radical changes in the tariff system, 
the abolition of the prevalent autarchtic economic 
system of all countries would not be sufficient to 
eliminate the real causes of the present world 
economic crisis, because one of the chief factors 
of the crisis goes back to the Peace Treaties and 
that their modification seems to be essential to 
the return of sane economics. In some quarters it 
was desired that no reference should be made to 
the Peace Treaties on the occasion of this meeting. 
No motion in this sense was consequently sub
mitted in Paris, but all members present must 
have realized how true and to the point the opinion 
thus expressed was and no hiding before that 
truth could detract from its moral value.

Let us hope that the peoples of the world 
shall not miss this, perharps their last opportunity, 
to listen to "the imperious bidding of time” and 
shall act accordingly.

i

TRANSYLVANIA AND THE DUALISM
1 8 4 8 — 1 9 1 8

by
E u g e n e  H o r v a t h  Ph. D. Professor at the University o f  Budapest

Dr. R. W. Seton-Watson, Masaryk-Professor of Central 
European History — at the University of London — wrote 
the history of the Rumanian nation from Emperor Trajan 
to the Trianon Treaty in English; under the title "History 
of the Roumanians" (Cambridge, 1934, University Press). 
On the Hungarian side appears the work of Eugen 
Horvath, Professor at the University of Budapest, under the 
title "Transylvania and the History of the Rumanians" — 
in which the author intends on the one hand to set in its 
proper perspective the place occupied by the history of 
Transylvania in Hungarian history and in the history of 
the world. On the other hand he desires to examine the 
scientific value of the literature dealing with the Tran
sylvanian question published in recent years, the latest 
specimen of which is the book written by Dr. Seton- 
Watson. With the kind permission of the author, we here 
publish a chapter of his valuable work which deals with 
the Transylvanian Roumanian Question in the years 1867— 
1918.

The chapter devoted by Dr. Seton-Watson to 
the Dualism1 is a scientifically constructed condem
nation of the alleged persecution of the Rumanians. 
Its foundation-stone is the thesis that the Ausgleich 
of 1867 handed Austria over to the tyranny of the 
German, and Hungary to that of the Magyar mino
rity. This is not strictly accurate; for the compro
mise meant the reunion of a Magyar State which 
had been divided since the time of the Turkish 
conquest. That the percentage of Magyars in this 
State had been unfavourably diminished by the ex
tensive German colonization undertaken by the 
Vienna Government to fill the places of the Ma
gyars who had been uprooted by the Turks, made 
no difference to that fact. Three decades of peace
ful development were sufficient to establish the

1 Seton-Watson, op. cit, pp. 390—431.

Magyars in all their old strength. The trouble was 
not in the union but in the policy of the Magyar 
centralists, who had the upper hand at the time of 
the compromise. They imagined that if every citizen 
was given equal rights, that if nobody in Hungary 
—  consequently no Rumanian —  had fewer rights 
than the Magyars themselves, everyone would be 
happy. Disappointment came when they discovered 
that under the protection of universally conceded 
rights, endeavours furthering alien aims began to 
be organized, which, leaning on extraneous Powers, 
sought to break up Hungary's united political 
system.

Not until after the world war was it realized 
that Prince Charles of Rumania had, from the very 
first, been the motive power behind the movement 
which aimed at separating Transylvania from Hun
gary —  of course in order to gain possession for 
himself. As Dr. Seton-Watson in the chapter men
tioned above criticises the nationality policy of the 
Hungarian government, it is necessary to throw 
the light of historical impartiality upon the question 
as to where these separatist movements originated 
and found support.

It is no longer a secret that Charles of Ru
mania's policy in the years between 1866 and 1871 
v/as steered by Bismarck in the direction of the 
Russo-Prussian alliance. This explains the refe
rences to it which are to be found in the Vienna 
state Archives, in the protocols both of the Hun
garian and the joint Cabinet Councils and in the 
Archives of the Hungarian Government. (We find, 
for instance, the Rumanian Minister for Foreign


